
Alemar Cheese Company

238 - Good Thunder Washed Rind Cheese
Reblochon-inspired 7.5oz bright orange square cheese washed with schwartzbier.
More bark than bite! Funky, but balanced with sweet, buttery, umami flavor and
decadent, creamy texture.
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Good Thundernamed for a town near Mankato, MN where Alemar was founded, is Alemar's washed-rind cheese. Loosely based on Reblochon, the 7.5
ounce square of cheese is washed in a mixture of beer (for that midwestern flair!) and salt several times during ageing. We use Nacht Rider, a
schwartzbier from Arbeiter Brewing in south Minneapolis, which adds a toasty, sweet flavor with a hint of lager funk to the cheese. Under its bright
orange rind, expect a velvety, creamy texture with balanced sweet, buttery, barnyardy, and umami flavors. Don't let the funky aroma of this cheese
fool youGood Thunder is for more than just the hardened cheeseheads among us!  
Alemar Cheese Company was started by Keith Adams in 2008 in Mankato, Minnesota and moved up to its new location in Food Building in
Minneapolis, Minnesota in 2019. Alemar specializes in soft-ripened, French-inspired cheeses. All Alemar cheeses are made by hand from local grass-
fed cow's milk and use vegetarian rennet.

pasteurized milk, beer (wheat),
sea salt, vegetarian rennet and
cultures

Contains:

Free From:

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

Alemar Cheese Company Alemar Cheese Co.

UPC MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

GT 238 00850040846195 12/7.5 OZ

Gross Weight Net Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

6lb 5.63lb United States No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

7in 7in 6in 0.17ft3 30x6 68days 35°F / 37°F

Keep cheese refrigerated in its
original microperforated cheese
paper.

Largely a table cheese, but the
square shape makes this cheese
easy to cut for cooking purposes.
Makes a lovely beer cheese.

Allow cheese to come to room
temperature before serving (roughly
45 minutes).
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